Biographical Sketch

Ward Curtis Worthington Jr. was born in 1925 in Savannah, Georgia. Raised in Beaufort and on St. Helena’s Island, SC, he served in the U.S. Naval Reserve from 1944-46. In 1947, Dr. Worthington married Floride Calhoun McDermid (and went on to have two children). Worthington was an attendee of the Citadel (Charleston, S.C.), where he received his Bachelor’s of Science in 1952. In the same year, Worthington earned his M.D. from the Medical College of South Carolina, Charleston.

After completing a surgical internship at Boston City Hospital from 1952-53, Dr. Worthington taught at Johns Hopkins Medical School (1953-56) and went on to become an assistant professor of Anatomy at the University of Illinois, Chicago (1956-57). He returned to MUSC as an assistant professor of Anatomy in 1957 and was subsequently promoted to associate professor in 1959.

In 1964-65, Dr. Worthington was granted a Special Research Fellowship in neuroendocrinology, through the University of Oxford, Oxford UK. When he returned to the United States, Dr. Worthington took up the position of Assistant Dean for Curriculum (1966-69) at MUSC. Shortly afterwards he was named professor of Anatomy and continued on to chair the Anatomy department from 1969-1977. During this time period, Dr. Worthington also held the office of Associate Dean, College of Medicine (1970-77).

In 1975, Dr. Worthington was named Acting Vice President for Academic Affairs at MUSC. He took up the official position of Vice President for Academic Affairs in 1977 and continued to hold that office until 1982, when he was appointed the Director of the Waring Historical Library (a post that he continues to hold). In addition to the aforementioned
directorship, Dr. Worthington was appointed Professor of History of Medical Science in 1987 and held the office of Associate Dean for Academic Affairs for the College of Medicine from 1982-1991.

Dr. Worthington’s scientific research often focused on endocrinology, resulting in the publication of many prestigious scientific articles on the topic. Later in his career, Worthington focused on research into the medical humanities, focusing on the history of medicine. In particular, Dr. Worthington delved into the history of MUSC and medical education in South Carolina.

Outside of his numerous accomplishments as a professor, researcher and academician, Dr. Worthington has been much honored for his works within the community. He was instrumental in the restoration of St. Luke’s Chapel, after its destruction by Hurricane Hugo. He is also a long-time member of the Charleston Rotary Club and has held several offices in the Charleston Symphony Orchestra Association.

**Scope and Content**

The W. Curtis Worthington M.D. Papers, 1948-2005, document Dr. Worthington’s professional and personal activities up to 2005. The collection is arranged into five series. (1) Academic/Professional, (2) Research, (3) Teaching, (4) Personal and (5) Multimedia. The bulk of the materials in this collection concern his professional career at the Medical College of South Carolina. Dr. Worthington’s interest in the history of medicine is strongly documented throughout these papers, as are his accomplishments as an academician. Record types include correspondence, memoranda, research files, articles, clippings, reprints, manuscripts, handwritten notes, speeches, lectures, clippings, slides, photographs, film, grant applications, teaching materials and former student papers.

**Series Descriptions**

The Academic Series, 1948-2005. 5 cubic feet. This series is arranged into two subseries: professional and correspondence. The Professional subseries consists of documents created during Dr. Worthington’s years as a student, professor, administrator and Director of the Waring Historical Library. Records include committee documents, Anatomy Department papers, faculty meeting minutes and directories, conference attendance, speeches and papers, grants/funding applications, professional affiliations, and professional travel. The series also includes information on Dr. Worthington’s own years as a student and early educational administrator. This subseries is arranged alphabetically. The Correspondence subseries consists of communications amassed throughout Dr. Worthington’s career. Highlights include letters detailing an early-career research fellowship at the University of Oxford, correspondence with Dr. Melvin H. Knisely, and Dr. Worthington’s later work through the Waring Historical Library. An index exists for some
sections of correspondence and is organized by date. This subseries is initially organized by date and then alphabetically by theme.

The **Research Series**, c.1948-2003, 3 cubic feet, consists of research and research-related materials and is arranged in three subseries: Medico-Scientific Research, Medical Humanities Research and Reprints. The **Medico-Scientific Research** subseries contains medico-scientific research papers and publications on such topics as: intermedin, ependymal cilia, hypophysial portal blood and internal carotid artery agenesis. The **Medical Humanities Research** subseries focuses on the history of medicine and includes Dr. Worthington’s research into the Roper Trust, Keller’s supra-renal, nautical medicine, the history of medical universities (focusing on South Carolina and on MUSC in particular), women in medicine and the history of the Waring Historical Library. Documentation types include: draft manuscripts, final copies, research materials, correspondence and notes. The **Reprints** subseries includes reprint letters and requests, reprints of Dr. Worthington’s own publications, and several of his colleagues’. Each subseries is arranged alphabetically.

The **Teaching Series**, 1953-1999, 1.5 cubic feet. The **Teaching** series documents Dr. Worthington’s years as an educator and includes class outlines, lecture plans, student papers, recommendations, speeches, and teaching materials for anatomy, history and philosophy of science and the history of medicine. Several folders of information on Topics in the History of Medicine are included. This series is arranged alphabetically.

The **Personal Series**, 1955-2001, 1 cubic feet, consists of Dr. Worthington’s papers pertaining to personal correspondence and affiliations with?. Of interest are the files on Dr. Worthington’s work with St. Luke’s chapel at MUSC, as well as personal correspondence with Dr. Melvin Knisely. This series is arranged alphabetically.

The **Multimedia Series**, 1962-2003, x cubic feet, consists of film, floppy discs, color plates, slides and several large negatives, all of which are related to Dr. Worthington’s research and academic interests.

**Citation:** Cite as
W. Curtis Worthington Papers, MSS 992, Waring Historical Library, MUSC (Charleston).

**Subject Headings**
Anatomy
Dawson, Francis Warrington, 1840-1889.
Education – Medical.
Education – Medical – South Carolina – 20th Century.
Endocrinology.
Flexner, Abraham, 1866-1959.
History of Medicine – Education.
History of Medicine – South Carolina.
Medical University of South Carolina.
Medical University of South Carolina . Dept. of Anatomy.
Medical University of South Carolina – History.
Medical College of South Carolina – History.
Medical College of the State of South Carolina – History.
Medical College of the State of South Carolina. Flexner Report.
Military Medicine – South Carolina
Physicians. South Carolina
Roper Hospital (Charleston, S.C.) – history.
Schools, Medical History – South Carolina.
Waring Historical Library (Charleston, S.C.) – history.
Worthington, W. Curtis., 1925-
INVENTORY

SERIES: ACADEMIC

Box 1
Subseries: Professional
F1 Anatomy Department – Chair, 1968
F2 Anatomy Department – Dep’t. Matters
F3 Association of American Medical Colleges, questionnaire material, 1961
F4 Blakeley, Jane
F5 Blanding, Douglas
F6 Bolan, Ed (Waring Library Elective)
F7 Building Dedication, Founder’s Day
F8 Center for Study of Med. Education
F9 Civil War Surgeons Meeting
F10 Clinical Sciences Building
F11 Clippings file, 1968
F12 Committees – Curriculum Committee, 1960
F13 Committees – Curriculum Committee, 1961-63
F14 Committees – Curriculum Committee
F15 Committees – Curriculum Committee
F16 Committees – Electron Microscope Search Committee, 1962-63
F17 Committees – Electron Microscope Search Committee, 1963
F18 Committees – Faculty Alumni Liaison Committee
F19 Committees – First Year Curriculum Sub-Committee
F20 Committees – General Faculty Committee
F21 Committees – Graduate Studies, committee on
F22 Committees – Grants-in-Aid Committee, 1962-63
F23 Committees – Portrait Committee, 1985-86 (1 of 2)
F24 Committees – Portrait Committee, 1985-86 (2 of 2)
F25 Committees – Research Committee, 1965-66
F26 Committees – Student Elect. Quar. System
F27 Consulting – U. of Kentucky Medical Center, 1990
F28 Conferences – 2nd European Microcirculatory Conference, 1962
F29 Conferences – 2nd European Microcirculatory Conference, 1962
F30 Conferences – 2nd European Microcirculatory Conference, 1962
F31 Conferences – American Association of Anatomists, 1962-63
F32 Conferences – AAHM Meeting
F33 Conferences – AAHM Annual Meeting, 1989
F34 Conferences – AAHM Annual Meeting, 1990
F35 Conferences – Combined Clinical Conference
F36 Conferences – Hilton Head Photos
F37 Conferences – Hilton Head Meeting Check-list, 1964
F38 Conferences – Hilton Head Meeting (Third Curriculum Conference), 1964
F39 Conferences – Hilton Head Faculty Retreat, 1965
F40 Conferences – Faculty Conference (Hilton Head) Evaluations
F41 Conferences – First Faculty Conference, Hilton Head, 1968
    Check List for Faculty Conference
    Faculty Conference Work File
    Faculty Conference
    Business Arrangements
F42 Conferences – Second Faculty Conference, Hilton Head, 1969
    Business Arrangements
    General
    Work File
F43 Conferences – Third Faculty Conference, Hilton Head, 1970
    Business Arrangements
    General
F44 Conferences – Fourth Annual Faculty Conference, Hilton Head, 1971
F45 Conferences – Fourth Annual Faculty Conference, Hilton Head, 1971
F46 Conferences – Hilton Head Work File (4th), 1971
F47 Conferences – Hilton Head Proceedings
F48 Conferences – Medical College of Georgia, 1968
F49 Conferences – Microcirculatory, correspondence, incoming, 1960 (1 of 2)
F50 Conferences – Microcirculatory, correspondence, incoming, 1960 (2 of 2)
F51 Conferences – Microcirculatory, correspondence, outgoing, 1960
F52 Conferences – Microcirculatory, correspondence, 1961
F53 Conferences – Microcirculatory, correspondence, 1963
F54 Conferences – Microcirculatory, editing, 1963
F55 Conferences – Microcirculatory, index file
F56 Conferences – Microcirculatory, planning documents & notes, 1960
F57 Conferences – Microcirculatory, Royal Microscopical Society, 1963
F58 Conferences – National Board Medical Examiners Invitational, 1971
F59 Conferences – National Conference on Dental Curriculum, 1969
F60 Conferences – National Medical Education, 1969
F61 Conferences – Paper – History of Medical Education in SC, 1989

Box 2
Subseries: Professional: Cont’d.
F1 Conferences – Regional Education Lab. For Carolinas & Va., 1968
F2 Conferences – Rochester Conference on Self Instruction, 1967
F3 Dean’s Council
F4 Dental Honor Society address, 1975
F5 Distinguished University Lecture (Archbishop Iakovos), 1984
F6 Electron Microscope File
F7 Faculty – Meeting
F8 Faculty – Meeting Notes
F9 Faculty – Minutes
F10 Faculty – Telephone List
F11 Fountain Report
F12  Funding – Borden Award, 1961
F13  Funding – Commonwealth Fund
F14  Funding – Commonwealth Fund, 1958-61
F15  Funding – Health Sciences Advancement Award Program
F16  Funding – Research Career Award application
F17  Funding – Special Fellowship Application, 1964
F18  “Goals” meeting, 1967
F19  Grants – Application and progress report
F20  Grants – Blanks
F21  Grants – Educational Improvement, 1968
F22  Grants – Health Manpower
F23  Grants – Information
F24  Grants – Information
F25  Grants – Micro-Circulatory Training
F26  Grants – Miscellaneous
F27  Grants – Nat'l. Fund for Medical Education, 1967
F28  Grants – NIH Grant, 1968-69
F29  Grants – Notification and statement of NIH grant
F30  Grants – Special Improvement
F31  Grants – Special Improvement; site visit, 1968
F32  Grants – Special Improvement; ‘Special Course Work...’
F33  Hahneman Medical College, 1962-63
F34  JSCMA Minutes, 1992
F35  Johns Hopkins University appointment, 1954
F36  Medical College admission tests
F37  Medical College of Virginia
F38  Medical College Seminars, 1959-61
F39  Medical College of SC, Student Years, 1948-52
F40  Medical education in SC, 1967
F41  Medical Society Minutes; Misc.
F42  Medical studies curriculum standards
F43  Medical University Women’s Club Fliers, 1971-94
F44  Miscellaneous academic, 1951-1970
F45  Miscellaneous fliers
F46  Miscellaneous introductions, commentaries, etc.
F47  Moseley Lectureship
F48  MUSC
F49  MUSC – Alumni Association
F50  MUSC – faculty file
F51  MUSC – history talk (for ASMA), 1990
F52  MUSC – pastoral services
F53  MUSC – University Medical Association
F54  Neuroanatomy notes (OVERSIZE)
F55  Panoptic, Nov. 1973
F56  Personal (academic) – Faculty file #2
Box 3  
Subseries: Professional: Cont’d. 
F1  Pitt Memorial Lecture 
F2  Pitt Memorial Lecture fliers 
F3  Post-graduate and continuing education 
F4  Professional Affiliations – American Association for the Advancement of Science, 1963 
F5  Professional Affiliations – American Association of Anatomists 
F6  Professional Affiliations – Anatomical Board of SC, 1976-79 (1 of 2) 
F7  Professional Affiliations – Anatomical Board of SC, 1976-79 (2 of 2) 
F8  Professional Affiliations – SC Academy of Science, 1960 
F9  Professional Affiliations – SC Academy of Science, 1962 (1 of 2) 
F10  Professional Affiliations – SC Academy of Science, 1962 (2 of 2) 
F11  Professional Affiliations – SC Academy of Science, 1962-63 
F12  Professional Affiliations – SC Academy of Science, Charter Copies and Correspondence, 1963 
F13  Professional Affiliations – SC Academy of Science, Interim Council Meeting, 1963-64 
F14  Professional Affiliations – SC Academy of Science Liaison Advisory Committee 
F15  Professional Affiliations – Southern Chapter/Medical Library Associations, 1982 
F16  Questionnaires – Misc. 
F17  Regional Medical Program and continuing education 
F18  Research Seminars 
F19  Residency 
F20  Residency programs 
F21  Roast 
F22  ‘Returned’ (1 of 3) 
F23  ‘Returned’ (2 of 3) 
F24  ‘Returned’ (3 of 3) 
F25  SC Consortium bills 
F26  SC General Assembly – Legislative Audit Council, 1979 
F27  SC General Assembly – Legislative Audit Council, 1983 
F28  School of Pharmacy 
F29  SCMA – 1992 
F30  SCMA – Journal 
F31  SCMA – Talk, Misc. Notes, 1992 
F32  SCMA – Talk, 1992 
F33  SHRAB – archives program 
F34  Societies – Charleston County Medical Society 
F35  Societies – Medical Society of SC 
F36  Societies – Medical Society of SC – Bicentennial, 1988-90 
F37  Societies – Medical Society of SC – Bicentennial, 1990
F38 Societies – Microcirculatory Society, 25th Anniversary, 1979
F39 Societies – Osler Society, Drafts and Correspondence
F40 Southeastern Surgical Congress – On the Cover
F41 Trips – AAHM, Durham, 1985
F42 Trips – AAMC, 1967
F43 Trips – Atlanta, 1969
F44 Trips – Boston, 1962
F45 Trips – European trip
F46 Trips – European trip; information, notes & correspondence; 1962
F47 Trips – Medical College of Georgia, 1967
F48 Trips – Medical College of Virginia, 1968
F49 Trips – Mexico City (congress on endocrinology), 1968
F50 Trips – Myrtle Beach (state medical society), 1968
F51 Trips – Oklahoma City, 1967
F52 Trips – Philadelphia (National Board of Medical Examiners), March, 1968
F53 Trips – Philadelphia (National Board of Medical Examiners), May, 1968
F54 Trips – Philadelphia, 1972
F55 Trips – Pittsburgh, 1967
F56 Trips – San Juan, Puerto Rico (Southern Deans’ meeting), 1971
F57 Trips – travel expenses, AAMC meeting, Cincinnati, 1969
F58 Trips – travel requests
F59 Trips – University of Tennessee (site visit), 1979
F60 Unfinished business
F61 Veterans Administration Hosp.
F62 Vallotton & Stokes, review
F63 Wallen, Kaye Z.
F64 Waring Curator Position, 2005
F65 Waring Library Society Annual Meeting speech, 1981
F66 Worthington CV

Box 4
Subseries: Correspondence
F1 letters, 1953-57 (1 of 2)
F2 letters, 1953-57 (2 of 2)
F3 1955-57 (1 of 2)
F4 1955-57 (2 of 2)
F5 letters, 1956-57
F6 letters, 1957-59 (1 of 2)
F7 letters, 1957-59 (2 of 2)
F8 ‘out’, 1958
F9 1958-59 (1 of 3)
F10 1958-59 (2 of 3)
F11 1958-59 (3 of 3)
F12 1960 (1 of 2)
F13 1960 (2 of 2)
Box 5

**Subseries: Correspondence**

F1  Academy of Sciences, incoming
F2  Academy of Sciences, outgoing
F3  Averill, Dr. R.L.W.
F4  Clemson University
F5  Commercial correspondence, 1961
F6  Commonwealth Fund, 1957-61
F7  Curriculum Committee, incoming
F8  Cuttino, Dr. John T., 1960-61
F9  Emory
F10  Emory University, incoming
F11  Emory University, outgoing
F12  Fulmer, Jack
F13  Grants
F14  Grants-in-aid committee
F15  Huff, Dot
F16  Knisely, Melvin H.
F17  Miscellaneous
F18  Miscellaneous
F19  Miscellaneous
F20  Miscellaneous
F21  Miscellaneous
F22  Miscellaneous
MSS 992, W. Curtis Worthington Papers

F23 Miscellaneous
F24 Miscellaneous
F25 Miscellaneous
F26 Miscellaneous, incoming
F27 Miscellaneous, outgoing
F28 Miscellaneous, 1960-76
F29 Miscellaneous, 1976-91
F30 Mitchell, Dr. Dana C. (Colombia Hospital)
F31 National Institutes of Health, incoming
F32 New Zealand; Vienna, incoming
F33 Office of the Dean, incoming
F34 Oxford University, incoming
F35 Oxford University, outgoing
F36 Oxford University/NIH fellowship
F37 'Professional', 1961 (1 of 2)
F38 ‘Professional’, 1961 (2 of 2)
F39 Rebhun, L.I.
F40 Reynolds, L. B.
F41 Riopelle, Arthur J.
F42 SC Academy of Science, 1963-64
F43 SC Academy of Science, incoming
F44 Sharpe, William D. MD
F45 Smith, Dr. Kenneth R., Jr.
F46 Smith, Dr. William N. Adams
F47 Student Invitation, R. Wilson Medical History Club
F48 Student research seminar committee, incoming

SERIES: RESEARCH
Subseries: Medico-scientific Research
F49 Experiment Journal
F53 Pituitary Microcirculation, introduction
F54 Pituitary exposure, live kittens
F56 Publications – ‘Ependymal Cilia”, 1962-63
F57 Publications – ‘Histologic Studies of the Neurohypophysis of the Living Frog’, 1961

Subseries: Medical Humanities Research
F60 Alumni Association – Auctus
F61 Alumni Association – History
F63 Alumni Association – Alumni Association Project
F64 Article – ‘Aristotle’ Metaphysics Book II
F65 Article – Beach
F66 Article – Blane, Sir Gilbert
F67 Article – William T. Bovie, Inventor and Teacher

Box 6

Subseries: Medical Humanities Research Cont’d.

F1 Articles - Catalyst
F2 Articles – Catalyst and Alumni Today
F3 Correspondence – Gunning Bedford
F4 Correspondence – outgoing, publications (Nature, etc.)
F5 Correspondence – Portal Vessels in Mice
F6 Correspondence – research
F7 Chazal, Jean Philip
F8 Chisolm
F9 Chisolm – ‘Confederates, Chloroform & Cataracts’
F10 Chisolm – ‘Confederates, Chloroform & Cataracts’, 1984
F11 Cooper, Thomas
F12 Cooper, Thomas – Piping and Marching Society, 1983
F13 Dawson – (Francis Warrington) – 1986-1987
F14 Dawson – images (reproductions)
F15 Dawson – images (reproductions, negatives)
F16 Dawson – sources, published
F17 Dawson – sources, manuscripts and notes
F18 Dawson – sources, manuscripts – SCHS (1 of 2)
F19 Dawson – sources, manuscripts – SCHS (2 of 2)
F20 Dawson – McDow, Association of Clinical Scientists, 1994
F21 Dawson – McDow, Forensic Path, 1994
F22 Dawson – McDow
F23 Dawson – McDow mid-length
F25 ‘A Family Album...’, 1987
F26 Ideas for Dr. W. (1 of 2)
F27 Ideas for Dr. W. (2 of 2)
F28 Inaugural Thesis, miscellaneous
F29 Keller – Supra-Renal Background materials
F30 Keller – Suprenal Thesis
F31 Keller – Current paper (Supra Renal Adrenal Capsules)
F32 Keller – Research (Supra Renal Adrenal Capsules)
F33 Leonard of Bertapaglia: Review
F34 The Medical Society of South Carolina, manuscript
F35 ‘Out of the Rubble...’
F36 Paper/speech – ‘The Biomedical...’, manuscript
F37 Paper/speech – ‘The Biomedical...’, Medical Library Association
F38 Paper/speech – Edisto Island talk
F41 Paper/speech – Middleton Michel
F42 Paper/speech – Middleton Michel 1822-1894
F43 Paper/speech – MUSC, Brief History of Founding
F44 Paper/speech – MUSC, history
F45 Paper/speech – ‘Naval Medicine of the 18th Century’, 1975
F46 Paper/speech – ‘Notes for Talk on Nautical Medicine, 18th-Century’
F48 Paper/speech – ‘A Tale of Two Colleges’
F49 Paper/speech – ‘Thomas Trotter: Sailor, Physician, Reformer, Poet’
F50 Paper/speech – ‘Trials of a Medical Library...’, Medical Society Library.
F51 Porcher – F.P. & W.P.
F52 Porcher – Kinloch & Porcher
F53 Porcher – Miscellaneous documents
F54 Porcher – ‘Two Major Parisian Surgeons of the Mid-Nineteenth Century’
F55 Post Flexner Survival – USC Medical History Club talk, 1990
F57 Post Flexner Survival – JAMA version
F59 Post Flexner Survival – JAMA paper related materials

Box 7
Subseries: Medical Humanities Research, Cont'd.
F1 Publications – bibliography and abstracts (1 of 3)
F2 Publications – bibliography and abstracts (2 of 3)
F3 Publications – bibliography and abstracts (3 of 3)
F4 Publications – ‘Psychiatrist and Humanitarian Sarah Campbell Allan...’, 1993
F5 Research Materials – Charleston Medical Journal and Review, 1858
F6 Research Materials – Cohen, Animals in Research
F7 Research Materials – Colwell, Dr. N B, 1987
F8 Research Materials – Durant, puerperal fever, 1836
F9 Research Materials – Henry Laurens
F10 Research Materials – Naval Medicine of the 18th Century, 1975
F10b Research Materials – Naval Medicine of the 18th Century, 1975
F11 Research Materials – Porter Academy
F12 Research Materials – SC Medical Association, Transactions, 1884
F13 Research Materials – SC Society for the Advancement of Learning, Constitution
F14 Resuscitation – ‘Resuscitation in 18th Century Charleston’, notes and article, 1986
F15 Resuscitation – Elisha Poinsett
F16 Resuscitation – Catalyst article
F17 Resuscitation – Dr. W.
F18 Robert Wilson, Colman L. Blease, Medical College of South Carolina
F19 ‘Robert Wilson and the Change to State Ownership’
F20 Roper Trust (1 of 5)
F21 Roper Trust (2 of 5) (Roper Hospital, a brief catalog history)
F22 Roper Trust (3 of 5)
F23 Roper Trust (4 of 5)
F24 Roper Trust (5 of 5)
F25 Sample abstract
F26 Thomas, Theodore Gaillard
F27 Thomas, Theodore Gaillard – Paper
F29 Thomas, Theodore Gaillard – manuscript, submitted to SCHM, 1996
F30 Thomas, Theodore Gaillard – SC Hist. Magazine
F31 Town and Gown – research
F32 Town and Gown – 1984, 1986
F33 Town and Gown – Correspondence, 1986-88 (1 of 2)
F34 Town and Gown – Correspondence, 1986-88 (2 of 2)
F35 Town and Gown – Draft
F36 Town and Gown – Sources (1 of 4)
F37 Town and Gown – Sources (2 of 4)
F38 Town and Gown – Sources (3 of 4)
F39 Town and Gown – Sources (4 of 4)
F40 Town and Gown – UVA, 1987
F41 Town and Gown – Long version, 1987
F42 Town and Gown – Bulletin of the New York Academy of Medicine
F43 Waring, Thomas S – Research notes (1 of 3)
F44 Waring, Thomas S – Research notes (2 of 3)
F45 Waring, Thomas S – Research notes (3 of 3)
F46 Waring, Thomas S – Correspondence
F47 Waring, Thomas S – Visual materials
F48 Waring, Thomas S – Visual materials
F49 Waring, Thomas S – Research, Waring family
F50 Waring, Thomas S – Genealogy
F52 Waring Library – ‘History of the Waring...’, published sources
F53 Waring Library – ‘History of the Waring...’, sources and notes (1 of 2)
F54 Waring Library – ‘History of the Waring...’, sources and notes (2 of 2)
F55 Waring Library – ‘History of the Waring...’, drafts/writings, 1988
F56 Wells, Charles – Research
F57 ‘Women in Medicine in S.C.’ – Editorial short article, JSCMA
F58 ‘Women in Medicine in S.C.’ – Sarah Campbell Allan, JSCMA
F59 Worthington, personal (reprints, letters, etc)
**Subseries: Reprints**

F60 Letters sent with reprints

F61 Reprint – ‘The Biomedical Information Crisis: A Users Viewpoint’, 1984, x3


F63 Reprint – Colleague publications, 1959-70
   ‘Reversible alterations in the Golgi Complex…’, 1969
   ‘Microscopic Anatomy of the Lungs’, 1959
   ‘The Experimental Production of Pulmonary Emphysema’, 1959
   ‘Electron Microscopy…’, 1970
   ‘Simultaneous Histologic Demonstration of Blood Vessels…’, 1959


F69 Reprint – Eliot, Stephen. Address, 1826 (x7)

**Box 8**

**Subseries: Reprints Cont’d.**

F1 Reprint – JAMA Vol. 266 No. 7, Aug 21, 1991 (1 of 3)


F3 Reprint – JAMA Vol. 266 No. 7, Aug 21, 1991 (3 of 3)

F4 Reprint – Leonard of Bertapaglia, Book Review, 1990 (1 of 2)

F5 Reprint – Leonard of Bertapaglia, Book Review, 1990 (2 of 2)


F7 Reprint – Miscellaneous, Dr. Worthington


F10 Reprint requests

**SERIES: TEACHING**

F11 ‘An Analysis of Student Clinical Activities’, 1967

F12 Anatomy – Philosophy of Science, 1980 – 83 (1 of 3)

F13 Anatomy – Philosophy of Science, 1980 – 83 (2 of 3)

F14 Anatomy – Philosophy of Science, 1980 – 83 (3 of 3)

F15 A Communication – Dr. Ronald Gerughty
F16 Examination (Orientation of Student in Anatomy), 1958
F17 Histology – Lecture Notes
F18 Histology – Student Papers, 1960-1961 (1 of 4)
F19 Histology – Student Papers, 1960-1961 (2 of 4)
F20 Histology – Student Papers, 1960-1961 (3 of 4)
F21 Histology – Student Papers, 1960-1961 (4 of 4)
F24 Histology – Student papers: “A Short History of Naval Medicine”, Henry Ramseur, 1961
F25 Histology – Student papers: ”Medical Lore of the Bible”, John Gatgounis, 1961
F26 Histology – Student papers: “Medicine Among Primitive Peoples” James C. Owens, 1961
F27 Histology – Student papers: “History of Electroencephalography” Robert M. Scoville(sp?)
F32 Histology – Student papers: “Leeuwenhoek and His Microscope” N.K. Moore, 1961
F33 Histology – Student papers: ”A History of Tissue Transplants”, Hugh C. McCord Jr., 1961
F35 Histology – Student papers: “Marcello Malpighi…”, Brown Sibert, 1961
F36 History and Philosophy of Science, 1978
F37 History and Philosophy of Science, 1983 (1 of 3)
F38 History and Philosophy of Science, 1983 (2 of 3)
F39 History and Philosophy of Science, 1983 (3 of 3)
F40 History and Philosophy of Science, 1984
F41 History of medicine
F42 History of medicine – Teaching, 1980
F43 History of the Health Sciences course, 1992
F44 Johns Hopkins – Exams, 1953 – 55
F45 Medical oaths and codes, 1982
F46 Miscellaneous
F47 MUSC History – WHL student seminar talk
F48 MUSC History – quiz
F49 MUSC History – Freshman orientation speech, 1984 – 86
F50 MUSC History – Talk, 1988

Box 9
Teaching Cont’d.
F1 Naval Medicine – Lecture, 1975 (1 of 2)
F2 Naval Medicine – Lecture, 1975 (2 of 2)
F3 Recommendations (1 of 2)
F4 Recommendations (2 of 2)
F5 Recommendations (outgoing mail)
F6 Role of Medical Educator
F7 Roll Book, 1965 – 66
F8 South Carolina Master Plan for Higher Education
F9 South Carolina Medical History, 1900 – 1990
F10 Speeches – Address to students
F11 Speeches – ’Comments on how Science Shapes the Practice of Medicine’, 1984
F12 Speeches – East Cooper School Talk, 1980
F13 Student File – Alex Chalmers Hope Jr.
F14 Student File – Fred Chisolm, confidential
F15 Student File – F. H. Middleton, Physiology
F16 Student Papers (1 of 3)
F17 Student Papers (2 of 3)
F18 Student Papers (3 of 3)
F19 Suggested reading/booklist
F20 Teaching materials - Introduction to Histology
F21 Teaching materials – Lecture notes, 1991
F22 Teaching materials – Philosophy of Science, 1982
F23 Topics – in the History of Medicine
F24 Topics – in the History of Medicine, 1994
F25 Topics – in the History of Medicine course, 1994
F26 Topics – Spring, 1995
F27 Topics – in the History of the Health Sciences, 1996
F28 Topics – Spring, 1997
F29 Topics – Spring, 1998
F30 Topics – 1999

SERIES: PERSONAL
F31 Alumni Association, 1955
F32 Correspondence – Outgoing
F33 Correspondence – Personal Letters, 1977
F34 Correspondence – Personal Letters, 1979
F35 Correspondence – Personal Letters, 1980-81
F36 Correspondence – Personal/special
F37 Journal, 1953
F38 Journal, 1982
F39 Journal, 1984

Box 10
PERSONAL, Cont’d.
F1 Journal, 1985
F2 Journal, 1986
F3 Journal, 1987
F4 Journal, 1988
F5 Knisely Letters
F6 Life Insurance – TIAA
F7 Medical file, Worthington
F8 Miscellaneous (1 of 4)
F9 Miscellaneous (2 of 4)
F10 Miscellaneous (3 of 4)
F11 Miscellaneous (4 of 4)
F12 Miscellaneous responses newspaper/journal articles, 1971-80
F13 Odds and Ends poem
F14 Patient reports
F15 Personal file (1 of 2)
F16 Personal file (2 of 2)
F17 South Carolina Wildlife-Marine Resources dept, 1984-85
F18 St. Luke’s
F19 St. Luke’s – Chapel Committee
F20 St. Luke’s – Chapel History
F21 St. Luke’s – Chapel History Correspondence
F22 St. Luke’s – Chapel Restoration Committee
F23 St. Luke’s – Chapel Restoration
F24 St. Luke’s – Chapel talk
F25 St. Luke’s – Elderhostel
F27 St. Luke’s – Photographs
F28 St. Luke’s – Rededication
F29 Widows and Orphans Society

**Box 11 (tentative)**
**SERIES: MULTIMEDIA**

**Cassette Tapes**
- AAHC Annual Meeting, 1986, x2
- The Elsie Taber Lecture, 1989
- Neurosurgery, 1986
- No Label, x2
- Second General Session, Ernest L. Boyer, 1989
- Story of the MSSC
- Trials of a Medical Library

**Film**
- Hypophyseal Portal Systems
Floppy Disks
AAHM, 2001
Abstract, Thomas S. Waring
Bedford (and other files), 1999-2000
Bryan essay (and other files)
Dr. Sade, bio-ethics
Dr. Sade, bio-ethics
Dr. Worthington phone list
[Ector?] nomination
Hester draft (and other files), 1999-2000
JIW (and other files, incl. Chapel History)
Museum items, disc 1, acupuncture to otolaryngology
Museum items, disc 3, urology
No label
Photo Collection (and other files)
Portrait Collection (and other files)
Recommendations (and other files), 2001
Skannel, letter, 1826
Thomas, 5/1996
Waring-Auctus (and other files), 1998
Youngblood (and other files), 2000-2001

Misc.
Color plates of mast cells, 1962
Large negatives x5

Objects
Gavel – Charleston County Medical Society
Medal - W. Curtis Worthington Award for Undergraduate Research
MUSC ID Card
Nameplate
Two wooden organ pipes, St. Luke’s Chapel

Plates
Insulin paper x18
Misc. research; thyroid; silica paper x7

Print Blocks
x3

Slide Carousels
History of the Medical University, 1823-1990
History of MUSC, 2003
Medical Center Tour (no date)
Medical History: the Art and Science of Medicine, 1983
New Main Library (no date)
Pioneer Women in South Carolina Medicine (no date)
Trotter (no date)
Index to Correspondence [Box 4]

1983 – 1987
Goldstein, Linda [Women in medicine; Porcher; Woman in Paris]
Scott, Kenneth J.; U of SC Press [Thesis; Bibliography; Correspondence]
Fox, Lisa L.; SOLINET
Scott, Kenneth J.; U of SC Press
Bank, Ellen; Catalyst
Hudson, Robert P.; AAHM
Warner, John Harley; Yale University
Kirk, Margaret Waring [T.S. Waring Correspondence]
Brumgardt, John; President SC Federation of Museums
Garceau, Kenneth A.; cc: Atwater, Edward C.
Pratt-Thomas, Rawling; Milkereit, John
Rubin, Mitchell I.; Ravenel, B. Owen
Feindel, William H.; Montreal Neurological Institute
Buxton, Julian; Medical Society of SC
Taylor, Edmund Rhett
Ravenel, B. Owen; Waring Library Society; Rubin, Mitchell I.
A. Gardner, William; U of South Alabama [McDow/Dawson]
McCurdy, R. Layton; Inst. of Penn. Hospital [T.S. Waring Correspondence]
Goldstein, Linda [Clarke]
Ball, F. M.
Eskew, Rhea T.; Edwards, James B.
Eckert, William G. [McDow/Dawson]
E. Pasmik, Eleonor; Frederick L. Ehrman Medical Library [Gunning Bedford]
Chandler, Walter; Edwards, James B.
Goldstein, Linda [Clarke]
Cuttino, John T.
Brannon, William; U of SC Colombia Division of Neurology
Brannon, William; U of SC Colombia Division of Neurology; Thomas Leland
Walker, Susan; SC Historical Magazine
Boineau, Jack
Kirk, Margaret Waring
Pratt-Thomas, H. R.; MUSC Dep’t. of Pathology
Burk(ei)t, Roberta; Sawyer, Warren A.; MUSC Libraries
Sawyer, Warren A.; MUSC Director of Libraries
Hudson, Robert P.; AAHA
Chepesiuk, Ronald; Dacus Library Winthrop College
Gregorie, H. B. Jr.,
Gregorie, H. B. Jr., (Harry Gregorie)
Gregorie, H. B. Jr.,
Woodbury, Marion E.; MUSC VP Business Affairs
Burns, Chester R.
Robertson, Mason G.
Patchell, Marti; Georgetown University
Kaye, Gordon I.; Albany Medical College
McDonald, Thomas F.; Medical College of Georgia
Bryan, Charles S. (x3)
Moltke-Hansen, David; SC Historical Society
Knisely, William H.; U of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center (x2)
Teigen, Philip M.; Osler Library, McGill University
Savitt, Todd L.; E Carolina University School of Medicine
Atwater, Edward C.; U of Rochester Medical Center
Sonnedecker, Glenn (American Institute for the History of Pharmacy); Donato, Anne K.
Hafner, Arthur W.; AMA
Puckette, S. Elliot Jr.
Levine, Jon

1988 – 1990
Vandam, Leroy D.; Brown, Laurie L.
Fitzharris, Timothy P.
Figueroa, Paul; Gibbes Museum of Art
Editors; Bulletin of the History of Medicine
De Treville, Robert
Bryan, Charles S.
Bryan, Charles S.
Wilson, Robert; ENT Clinic, PA
Bell, Whitfield J. Jr.
Bryan, Charles S.
Cates, Gail A.; AMA
Rous, Stephen N.; Norton Medical Books
J. Bell, Whitfield Jr. [WLS Annual Meeting, 1991]
Rivers, C. Ford
Herdman, Bruce W.
Benton, Robert S.
Sanders, Dan
Bryan, Charles S.; U of SC Colombia
Haile, E. Cantey Jr.; Bryan, Charles S.
Tate, H. Simmons; Bryan, Charles S.
Bryan, Charles S.; U of SC Colombia \nBrieger, Gert H. & Bylebyl, Jerome J.; Bulletin of the History of Medicine
Ott, Katherine; Temple University
Secretary, Council on Education; AMA [Information Received 5/24/90]
Sharpe, William D.; Bulletin of the NY Academy of Medicine
Parker, Edward F.
Jeans, Park C. Jr.
Humphries, J. O'Neil; U of SC Colombia
Burden, Mitze; McDuffie HS Library
Kolb, Richard
Knisely, William H.; University of Oklahoma
Newberry, W. Marcus
Smith, Tom; The Reprint Company
Weaver, Rose Ann Rigby
Nunn, Daniel
Knisely, William H.; University of Oklahoma
Hundley James D.; New Hanover-Pender Medical Society
Dewey, Nicholas; Medical History Conferences
Kabler, Anne; MUSC Associate Director of Libraries
Newberry, W. M.; MUSC VP Academic Affairs
Risse, Guenter B.; AAHM
Knisely, William H.
Dewey, Nicholas ; Medical History Conferences
Bryan, Charles S.; U of SC Colombia
Gelfant, Toby; Hannah Chair of the History of Medicine, Université D’Ottowa
Constine, Louis S. Jr.
Grush, Owen; MUSC Pediatrics
Knisely, William H.; University of Oklahoma
Bryan, Charles S.; U of SC Colombia
Bryan, Charles S.; Journal of the SC Medical Association
Barker, John R.; American Medical Student Association
Dewey, Nicholas; Medical History Conferences
McGuire, Jennie; UNC Charlotte Dept of History
Kirk, Margaret Waring (x2)
Boineau, J. H.
Sawyer, Warren A.; MUSC Directory of Libraries; Donato, Anne K.
Kinard, Steve; Office of the Commission of Public Works
Greene, Harlan; SC Historical Society
Stevenson, Norman W.; Barnwell & Stevenson
McGuire, Jennie; UNC Charlotte Dept of History
Newberry, W. Marcus; MUSC VP Academic Affairs
Dewey, Nicholas ; Medical History Conferences
Viseltear, Arthur J.; Yale University History of Medicine
McCandless, Peter; College of Charleston
Sawyer, Warren A.; ; MUSC Directory of Libraries; Donato, Anne K.
Bryan, Charles S. ; ; Journal of the SC Medical Association
Garmon, Cindy
McGlone, John; Journal of Confederate History
Shirley, Doyle C. Jr.
Shirley, Doyle C. Jr. (estate of Hilla Sheriff Zerbst)
Bryan, Charles S.; Journal of the SC Medical Association
Knisely, William H.; University of Oklahoma Associate Dean
Smith, Sandra
Bryan, Charles S.; Journal of the SC Medical Association x2
Thomason, Bonner
Hart, Walter M.
Hudson, Robert P.; AAHM
Dewey, Nicholas; Medical History Conferences
McGlone, John; Journal of Confederate History
Bryan, Charles S.; Journal of the SC Medical Association
McGlone, John; Journal of Confederate History
McCandless, Peter; College of Charleston Dept of History x2
Dewey, Nicholas; Medical History Conferences
Newberry, W. Marcus; MUSC VP Academic Affairs
Editor; Journal of Confederate History
Dewey, Nicholas; Medical History Conferences
McCandless, Peter; College of Charleston Dept of History
Wilson, Robert x2
Gardner, William A. Jr.; U of South Alabama College of Medicine
Leavitt, Judith Walzer; U of Wisconsin History of Medicine
Robert K. Poyer; MUSC Coordinator of Public Services
Hudson, Robert P.; U of Kansas Medical Center x3
Bell, Whitfield; American Philosophical Society
Hudson, Robert P.; U of Kansas Medical Center
Dodendorf, Diane M.; Creighton University
McCandless, Peter; College of Charleston Dept of History
Bates, G. William; MUSC Dean; Dodendorf, Diane M.; Creighton University
Hudson, Robert P.; U of Kansas Medical Center
McCall, Nancy; Johns Hopkins School of Medicine
Zierden, Martha; Charleston Museum Curator of Historical Archaeology
Rogers, Berton; MUSC Associate Dean of Finance
(Harriet Wilson?)
Sheps, Cecil G.; UNC Chapel Hill
Wilson, Harriett
Wilson, Robert x2
Wilson, William
Wilson, Hugh McColl
Chang, George W.; UC Berkeley
Chakravorty, Ranes C.; Veterans Administration Medical Center
Abramson, Carl; Pennsylvania College of Podiatric Medicine
Roddis, Louis H. Sr.
Roddis, Louis H.
Pratt-Thomas, H. R.; Sawyer, Warren A.
Editor, Louisiana State University Press
McMillen, Sally; Middle Tennessee State University x2
Editor, Louisiana State University Press
Smith, Susan; WCIV-TV
Hunter, William H.
Banov, Leon
1991 – 1995 (1 of 5)
King, Sarah; MUSC Director of Public Relations
Edwards, James B.; MUSC Office of the President
Yow, Martha Dukes [Biograph files; M. D. Yow]
Thomas, Charles E. x2
Copeland, Henry deSaussure; Mayor of Erhardt SC
Phillips, J. Ormsby
Department Heads College of Medicine
Phillips, J. Ormsby
Greenberg, Raymond S.; MUSC VP Academic Affairs
Weiss, Harold S.; Ohio State U Physiology Dept
Barone, Bartolo M.
Edwards, Anne
Greenberg, Raymond S.; MUSC VP Academic Affairs and Provost
Hook, Charles R.; MUSC College of Dental Medicine
Fishburne, Cotesworth P. Jr.
Weiss, Harold S.; Ohio State U Physiology Dept
Pyatt, Sherman; College of Charleston Avery Institute
Garvin, A. J.; MUSC Path. & Lab. Medicine Dept
Fishburne, C. P.
Ollic, Reverend Canon Michael P. Jr.
Blanchard, Mary Elizabeth
Lindemann, Mary; 1995 AAHM
Betsy
Kellner, Charles H.; MUSC Dept of Psychiatry
Bogin, Mary; Onondaga Community College
Charleston Symphony Orchestra
Robertson, Thomas Heard [Michel's Bio file]
Smith, Imogene; Wiley, Kathleen; Del Bene, Vic
Rishworth, Susan; Librarian American College of Obst &Gyn
Lindemann, Mary; Carnegie Mellon Uni History Dept
Lazarchick, John; MUSC Path. & Lab. Medicine Dept
Flowers, Carole; Alumni Affairs
Bryan, Charles S.; Journal of the SC Medical Association
Barondess, Jeremiah A.; President NY Academy of Medicine
Woodbury, Marion; MUSC Medical University Associates
Smith, W. Stuart; MUSC Medical Center
Remington, Emily; Organist Grase Episcopal Church
Cathcart, Robert S. III; President Medical Society of SC
Mailhe, Br. Marie
Newberry, W. Marcus; MUSC VP Academic Affairs and Provost
Kredel, Nancy C.
Office of Student Programs & Off-Campus Housing
MUSC Office of Alumni Affairs
Pickett, Olivia K.
Duffin, Jacalyn M.; Queen’s University Hannah Chair History of Medicine
Gadsen, Richard H.; MUSC Path. & Lab. Medicine Dept
Larsen, Rev. Peter; St. Andrews by the Sea
Lord, Gerald D.; Commission on Colleges
Yarbrough, Karen M.; U of Southern Mississippi VP Research and Planning
Conerly, A. W.; Univ of Mississippi Medical Center
Keil, Julian E.; MUSC
Yarbrough, Karen M.; U of Southern Mississippi VP Research and Planning
Conerly, A. W.; Univ of Mississippi Medical Center

1991 – 1995 (2 of 5)
Pisciotta, Joseph C.; Medical Service Corps
Miller III, M. Clinton
Denton, R. W.; U of SC Treasurer
Newberry, W. Marcus; MUSC VP Academic Affairs and Provost x2
Keller, Rev. Albert H. Jr.; MUSC Medical University Humanities Committee
Swainson, S. M.; General Medical Council London x2
Dantzler, William H.; American Physiological Society
McCurdy, Layton; MUSC Dean College of Medicine
Haskin, J. Stewart Jr.
McCurdy, Layton; MUSC Dean College of Medicine
Basler, Thomas G.; MUSC Prof of Library Sciences x2
Edlund, Karyn-Jean
Figueroa, Paul C.; Gibbes Museum of Art
Gleghorn, G. Dean; SC AHEC
Roberts, Walt
Newberry, W. Marcus; MUSC VP Academic Affairs and Provost
Lee, Frank B.; Florence General Hospital
McCurdy, Layton; MUSC Dean College of Medicine; Frank B. Lee, ; Florence General Hospital
Webb, John K.
Bates, G. William; VP Medical Education and Research
Schwenzfeier
Faria, Miguel A. Jr.
Anderson, Marion C.; MUSC Executive Associate Dean
Tuchman, Adrienne P.; MUSC Affirmative Action and Minority Affairs
Bryan, Charles S. ; Journal of the SC Medical Association
Noone, Tara Creedon
Breitkreuz, Benjamin H. E.; MUSC Chaplain
Williams, Lane
Williams, W. L.
Brown, Alan N.
Grimball, George M.
Wagner, Richard G. Jr.
1991 – 1995 (3 of 5)
Bryan, Charles S.; Journal of the SC Medical Association
Ballenger, James C.; MUSC Institute of Psychiatry
John Blosser, John; American Hospital Association Resource Center
Williams, W. Lane
Frank, Martin
Finney, Roy P.
Hope, Alex C.
Ballenger, James C.; MUSC Institute of Psychiatry
Newberry, Marcus; MUSC VP Academic Affairs and Provost
Bryan, Charles S.; Journal of SC Medical Association
Hamburger, Robert
Jallow, David; MUSC Environmental Hazards Assessment Program
Pollitzer, William S.; UNC Chapel Hill x2
Bryan, Charles S.; U of SC Colombia Dept of Medicine
Humphries, J. O’Neill; Dean USC School of Medicine
Pisciotta, Capt. Joseph C.
Basler, Thomas G.; MUSC Prof of Library Sciences
McCurdy, Layton; MUSC Dean College of Medicine
McCurdy, Layton; MUSC Dean College of Medicine; T. J. Murray; Dalhousie Univ. Dean of Medicine
Pitt, Joseph C.; Perspectives on Science
Hay, Elizabeth D.; Harvard Medical School
Bowman, James S.; Florida State Univ.
Edwards, James B.
Allen, Stephen F.
Bryan, Charles S.
Cavanaugh, Tom
Hay, Elizabeth D.; Harvard Medical School
Murray, T. J.; Dalhousie Medical School
Grady, Mary T.; Keys to Music
Bryan, Charles S.

1991 – 1995 (4 of 5)
Newsome, Betty; Brown, Jane; Waters, Elizabeth P., Director of Alumni Affairs
Lord, Gerald D.; Commission on Colleges
Wooten, Roy
Breitkreuz, Benjamin H. E.; Newberry, W. Marcus, ; MUSC VP Academic Affairs and Provost
Wooten, Roy
State Board of Medical Examiners
Edwards, James B.; MUSC President
Barone, Bartolo M.; SC Medical Association
Newberry, W. Marcus, ; MUSC VP Academic Affairs and Provost
Sanders, Donald E. Jr.; U of SC Colombia
Estes, J. Worth; AAHM, Univ. of Minnesota History of Medicine
(Aull?) Emma B.
Sutherland, James
Barone, Bartolo M.
Lord, Gerald D.
Wilson, Leonard G.; Univ. of Minnesota History of Medicine
Hambrecht, F. Terry; Nat’l Inst. of Neurological Disorders and Stroke
Basler, Thomas; MUSC Director of Libraries x2
McCurdy, Layton; MUSC VP for Medical Affairs
Davis, Rebecca M.; MUSC Pediatrics
Shawanti, Shea S.; MUSC Medical Lab. Sciences
Knisely, Melvin H.; Judy Ann Curtis King,
Wilson, Leonard G.; Univ. of Minnesota History of Medicine Dept
Allen, James C.; Roper Hospital VP for Medical Affairs
Garrett, James E.
Wilson, Leonard G.; Univ. of Minnesota History of Medicine Dept
Basler, Thomas; MUSC Director of Libraries x2
Schindler, Aaron; Photo Perspectives
Monroe, Susan Baker; Oxford University Press
Bryan, Charles S.; U of SC Dept of Medicine
Bill: University of Oklahoma
Bryan, Charles S.; Journal of the SC Medical Association x3
Ashford, Elizabeth J. x2
Wilson, Leonard G.; Univ. of Minnesota History of Medicine Dept
Julis, Jebere

1991 – 1995 (5 of 5)
University College of Medicine, Nigeria
Bryan, Charles S.
Lawry, T&M
Hoffius, Steve; SC Historical Society; Brown, Jane: MUSC curator
Ashford, Elizabeth; Georgetown County Historical Society
Wilson, Leonard G.: U of Minnesota History of Medicine Dept x2
Morgan, Donald W.; U of SC School of Medicine
Newsom, Elizabeth Young; Waring Historical Library ; Mullan, Fitzhugh
Flowers, Carole: MUSC Alumni Association
Fulmer, Jack D.; University of Alabama Birmingham x2
Kinard, F. W.
Wilson, Leonard G.: U of Minnesota History of Medicine Dept
McDonald, Thomas F.; Medical College of GA
Wallen, Kaye; Charleston County Medical Society
Fye, W. Bruce
Bell, Whitfield J. Jr.; American Philosophical Society x2
Breedlove, Charlene: JAMA Associate Editor
Bill
Parker, David S.
Helfand, William H.
Atwater, Edward C.
Bell, Whitfield J. Jr.
Canaday, Steve: Memoir by Worthington
Bryan, Charles S.: Journal of the SC Medical Association
Newberry, W. Marcus; MUSC VP Academic Affairs and Provost
Nunn, Daniel B.
Elizabeth, Mary
Draughn, Robert A.; MUSC College of Dental Medicine

1996
McCurdy, Layton; MUSC VP Medical Affairs and Dean
Edmonds, Mary W.; Deputy State Historic Preservation Officer; Edwards, James B.
De Louis M. (?)
Yow, Martha
Praete, Daniel Hampton
Edwards, James B.; MUSC Office of the President
Campanella, Antony [Gifts & Accessions file]
Watson, Edward x2
Bryan, Charles S.; U of SC Colombia x2
Joseph, Karen A.
Carter, Kay x2
Drosieko, Amanda
Campanella, Erica Sigerist
McPhee, Frances
Brown, Jane M.; MUSC Curator Waring Library
Matthew, William M.; MUSC VP Development
Mole, Hugh
Campanella, Mrs. Anthony P. [Gifts & Accessions file]
Drennen, Joy
Contreras, Kay Durst
McAlpine, J. C.
Rosenberg, Steven; College of Charleston Dept of Music; Edwards, James B.; MUSC Office of the President
Anderson, Melinda
Fishburn, Shirley
Basler, Thomas G.; MUSC Director of Libraries x2
AAHM (illegible)
Milkereit, Joanne; MUSC
Newsom, Elizabeth Y; Bryan, Charles S., U of SC
Fry, Catherine; Director USC Press; Bryan, Charles S., U of SC
Grob, Gerald, N; President AAHM
Basler, Thomas G.; Robichaux, Anne K.
McCurdy, Layton; MUSC VP Medical Affairs and Dean
Rishworth, Susan K.; Archivist, American College of Obstetricians and Gyn.
McPhee, Frances
Rishworth, Susan K; Archivist, American College of Obstetricians and Gyn.
McPhee, Frances
Othersen, H. Biemann Jr.; MUSC Medical Director for Professional Staff
Fishburne, Shirley
Anderson, Melinda; MUSC Parking Management
Basler, Thomas G; MUSC Director of Libraries; Newsom, Elizabeth Y.; Curator
Crymes, William B.; President, Medical Society of SC
Fishburne, Shirley
McPhee, Frances
Hodge, Joe & McGill, Julian E.; Coordinators for HEAP Program
Newsome, Betty; Hodge, Joe & McGill, Julian E.; Coordinators for HEAP Program
Crumbley III, A Jackson; MUSC Associate Prof. of Surgery
Cannon, Albert
Greenberg, Raymond S.
Contreras, Kay; Durst Contreras Enterprises
McCurdy, Layton; MUSC VP for Medical Affairs and Dean
Robichaux, Anne K, Assoc. Director of Libraries; Coleman III, J. Walker, Asst. to Pres. for Operations
Edwards, James B.; MUSC Office of the President
Brown, Jane; Edwards, James B.; MUSC Office of the President
Contreras, Kay
Vournakis, John N.; MUSC Foundation for Research Development
Gill, Yancey

1997
Bryan, Charles S.; U of SC Colombia
McCurdy, Layton; MUSC VP for Medical Affairs and Dean
Hoffius, Steven; SC Historical Society
Comer, Marion; Comer Equipment Company
Sade, Robert M.
McCandless, Peter; College of Charleston History Dept
Bryan, Charles S.
Smith, Dale C.; Uniformed Services University Medical History Dept
Savage, Carol R.; MUSC Assistant Dean Student Academic Programs
Hoffius, Steven; SC Historical Society
Greenberg, Raymond; MUSC VP Academic Affairs and Provost
Hannaway, Caroline
Grob, Gerald; President AAHM; Festa, Conrad D. C of C VP Academic Affairs and Provost
Kilpatrick, James; The Post and Courier
Lumpkin, Robert L.; MUSC Alumni Association; Taylor, Robert H.; Medical Alumni Assoc.
Bryan, Charles S.; U of SC Colombia
Updyke, Normandie; Coleman Fine Art
Mack, Angela; Gibbes Museum of Art
Waters, Betsy; Director of Alumni Affairs; Newberry, Marcus W.; MUSC Prof. of Medicine
Grice III, George D.; Medical Society of SC
Colvin, Euta M.
Hoffius, Steven; SC Historical Society
Colvin, Euta M.
Judi; Alumni Affairs
Nunn, Daniel B.
Edwards, James B.; MUSC Office of the President
Kellner, Charles H.; MUSC Dept. of Psychiatry
Colbin (sic), Euta
Gue, Bert V; Waters, Elizabeth P.; MUSC Exec. Director of Alumni Affairs
Good, Joseph C; MUSC Office of the General Counsel
Grimsley, James A.; Palmetto Society Chairman; Edwards, James B.; MUSC Office of the President
DelBene, V.E.; MUSC St. Luke’s Chapel
Gilbert, James E.
Greenberg, Raymond S.; MUSC VP of Academic Affairs and Provost x2
Leon ‘P-T”
Wannamaker, Allen
Brown, Jane; Curator Waring Library; Leon, Philip; Citadel Prof. of English
Von Kolknitz, George F.; MUSC Director of Engineering and Facilities
McCurdy, Layton; MUSC VP Medical Affairs and Dean; Spann, James F.
Anderson, Uta P.
Franzblau, Arnold H.
Lowndes, Sarah L. H.
Greenberg, Raymond S.; MUSC VP of Academic Affairs and Provost x2
Brown, Jane; Waring Library; Hodge, Joe & McGill, Julian E.; Coordinators for HEAP Program
Bryan, Charles S., U of SC Colombia
Teigen, Philip; National Library of Medicine
Bill (illegible)
Nevins, Kate; Southeastern Library Network
Legerton III, C. W.; MUSC Asst. Prof. of Medicine
Nepveux, Felix Mrs.
Mason, J. Lorin Jr.; Edwards, James B.; MUSC Office of the President
Nunn, Daniel B.
Whiddon, Frederick

1998
Savage, Carol; MUSC Asst. Dean for Student Academic Programs; Darby, C.P; MUSC Pediatrics x2
Ector, Walton L.; MUSC Pediatrics
Sawyer, Roy
Jackson, Stanley W.; President AAHM
Hoffius, Steven; SC Historical Society
McCurdy, Layton; MUSC Dean College of Medicine x2
Thompson, W. Leigh
Litwak, Robert S.; Mt. Sinai Medical Center
Hoffius, Steven; SC Historical Society
Edwards, James B.; MUSC Office of the President
Bryan, Charles S., U of SC Colombia x2
Greenberg, Raymond S.; MUSC VP of Academic Affairs and Provost x2
Hoffius, Steven; SC Historical Society
Smoak, Randolph D.; Edwards, James B.; MUSC Office of the President
Thompson, W. Leigh; Edwards, James B.; MUSC Office of the President
Bryan, Charles S., U of SC Colombia
Smoak, Randolph D.; Brooks, W. Ely: MUSC President Medical Alumni Association
Thompson, W. Leigh; Brooks, W. Ely: MUSC President Medical Alumni Association
Thompson, W. Leigh
Greenberg, Raymond S.; MUSC VP of Academic Affairs and Provost
Charlie x2
Edwards, James B.; MUSC Office of the President; Brown, Jane; Waring Library Curator
Adkins, Warren Y.; MUSC Chair of Otolaryngology & Communicative Sciences x2
Edwards, James B.; MUSC Office of the President
Jim
Mrs. Warren
Banov, Leon Jr.
Litwak, Robert S.; Mt Sinai Medical Center
Lee, Linda: Northeastern Entertainment Productions; Edwards, James B.; MUSC Office of the President x2
Jackson, Larry
Nunn, Daniel B. x2
Hoffius, Steven; SC Historical Society
Bryan, Charles S. x3
Hendrix, Karen
McCurdy, Layton; MUSC Dean of Medicine
Nunn, Daniel B.
Jackson, Larry
Conner, Eugene H.
Jackson, Joan
de Treville, Robert
Odette
Kipps, Robin; Colonial Williamsburg Foundation
Peebles, Charles H.
Sade, Robert M.; MUSC Prof of Surgery
Mr. Moore
Kraut, Alan; American University Professor of History
Egleston, DuBose
Nichols, Carol S.; Taylor, Robert H.; MUSC President Medical Alumni Association
Egleston, DuBose x2
Bryan, Charles S., U of SC Colombia
Williams, Arthur V.; Taylor, Robert H.; MUSC President Medical Alumni Association
Thompson, W. Leigh; Taylor, Robert H.; MUSC President Medical Alumni Association
Wilson, David Jr. x3
Wilson, Gilbert x2
Herreman, Frank; Museum for African Art Director of Exhibitions

1999
Elder, Edmund J.; Boytos, Christine, M.
Warren, James; Banner Pharmacaps CEO x2
Chatham, Ron
Basler, Thomas G.; MUSC Director of Libraries
Ogilvie, Robert W.; University of Zurch-Irchel
Donehue, J. Douglas; Post and Courier Foundation
Rittenberg, Henry W.
Fisher, Jim; MUSC VP Development; Basler, Thomas G.; MUSC Director of Libraries
Mordon, John M.; Exec. Director Medical Society of SC
Longo, Lawrence D.; American Osler Society
Ryan, Joseph G.
Dusenberry, James F.
Rittenberg, Henry W.; Frampton, Charles H., Freemason
Brzezinski, Zane
Ferencz, Sandy; Roper Foundation Director
Hester, William H.; SC Medical Association President x2
Greenberg, Raymond S.; MUSC VP of Academic Affairs and Provost
Spann, James; MUSC Appointment and Promotions Committee
Turner, W. R. Jr.; MUSC Urology x2
Hester, William H.; SC Medical Association President
Ghedara, Roberta
Edwards, James B.; MUSC Office of the President
Longo, Lawrence D.; American Osler Society
Ferencze(sic), Sandy; Roper Foundation Director x4
Bryan, Charles S., U of SC Colombia
Flaum, H. Catherine
Worthington III, W. Curtis (WCW’s son)
Welsh, Edward; MUSC College of Dental Medicine
Smith, Brian N.
Salinas, Carlos; MUSC College of Dental Medicine
Sade, Robert; MUSC Department of Surgery
McCandless, Peter; College of Charleston History Department
Hancock, Wanda; MUSC Associate Prof. CHP Alumni Director
Garvey, William T.; MUSC Department of Endocrinology
Bonner, Walter
Bryan, Charles
Benmaman, Joseph; MUSC College of Pharmacy
Bear, Elizabeth
Hargest, Thomas S.
Coe, Steve; Rosenblum & Associates Architects
Ryan, Joseph; Villanova University Assistant History Prof. x2
Dyer, Frederick N.
Hetland, Phil x2
Linton, I. Grier; Medical Society of SC President
Stuhr, John; The German Friendly Society President x3
Rames, R.
Longo, Lawrence D.; American Osler Society
Luire, Sue G.; U of North Texas Medical Humanities
Temple, Karen; USC Press; Brown, Jane McCutchen; Waring Library
Gillespie, Candace
Cuddy, Brian; MUSC Department of Neurology
Cathcart, Robert S.
McCandless, Peter; College of Charleston History Department
Linton, I. Grier; Medical Society of SC President
Egleston, DuBose
Bryan, (?) Charles
Wen, Vickie
Bryan, Charles S., U of SC Columbia x5
Savitt, Todd: ECU School of Medicine

2000
Powell, Jerry R.: SC Medical Association Secretary
Gardner, William A.
Brezezinski, Zane
Bryan, Charles S.
Greenberg, Raymond S.; MUSC Office of the President
Linton, I. Grier Jr.; Medical Society of SC President
Youngblood, Tomi; CareAlliance Health Services x2
Smoak, Randolph D. Jr.: AMA
Cathcart, Robert S.
Mahon, William F.; Chief Executive Officer SCMA
Coleman, Walter
Joy, Robert J. T.; Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences
Linton, I. Grier Jr.; Medical Society of SC President
Greenberg, Raymond S.; MUSC Office of the President
Pam [illegible]
Linton, I. Grier Jr.; Medical Society of SC President
Greenberg, Raymond S.; MUSC Office of the President
McCurdy, Layton; MUSC College of Medicine
SCMA Editorial Board
Nash, John x2
Nunn, John B.
Beischel, Chuck
‘Jock’
Gross, Richard; Charleston County Medical Society President
Jackson, Stanley
Stockdale, Judith; Gaylord and Dorothy Donnelly Foundation Exec. Director
McCurdy, Layton; MUSC College of Medicine
Tilley, Barbara C.; MUSC Department of Biometry
Boytos, Christine M.; Glaxo Wellcome Community Affairs
Jackson, Stanley W.
Savitt, Todd L.; ECU School of Medicine, Medical Humanities
Carter, Kay; Pai, Suhas

2001
Downey, Tom; SC Encyclopedia Managing Editor
Good, Joseph C.; MUSC General Counsel
Smith, W. Stuart; MUSC VP for Clinical Operations & Exec. Director Hospital Admin.
Purkerson, Mabel L.
Galloway, Karen W.
Higerd, Thomas B.; MUSC Office of the Provost
D’Onofrio, Peter J.; Society of Civil War Surgeons President
Basler, Thomas G.; MUSC Director of Libraries
Sharpe, William D.
Matthew, William McG.
Ezell, Patricia B.; Citadel Assistant Dean
Laurens, John; Brown Jane McCutchen; Waring Library Society
D’Onofrio, Peter J.; Society of Civil War Surgeons President
Rosen, Robert N.
Sandifer, Thelma
Worthington III, W. Curtis (WCW’s son)
Felts, John A.
Usher, Bruce W.
Downey, Tom; SC Encyclopedia Managing Editor
Helms III, Ernest L.
Bonner, Walter
Cannon, Albert
McCurdy, Layton; MUSC
Wallen, Kaye; Charleston County Medical Society Secretary
Cathcart, Robert S.
Wallen, Kaye; Charleston County Medical Society Secretary
Hester, William H.
Mahon, William F.; Chief Executive Officer SCMA
Linton, I. Grier Jr.; Medical Society of SC
Miller, Alicia; MUSC Main Library
Trettin, Lillian; MUSC Environmental Bioscience Program
Barnola, Marlene; MUSC Main Library
Bender, Charles V.; U of Pittsburgh School of Medicine
Sharpe, William D.
Joy, Robert J. T.; Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences
D’Onofrio, Peter J.; Society of Civil War Surgeons President
Grier, David
Carter, Kay; Waring Library Associate Curator
Sharpe, William D.

Bigda, Daisy R.; South Carolina Historical Society
Lahr, Christopher; Robert Wilson Medical History Club Secretary-Treasurer
West, Valerie T. U of SC Assoc. Provost for Educational Programs
Cribbs, Ashe
Tebalt, Rachel; Waring Historical Library, Archivist
Grier, David
Halstead, George
Tebalt, Joe
Miller, Mary; Charleston County Library
Bryan, Charles S.
D’Onofrio, Peter J.; Society of Civil War Surgeons President
McCurdy, Layton; Johnson, Allen; Darby, Charles
Sharpe, William D.
Ravenel, Daniel; Real Estate Company
Sharpe, William D.
Sodeman, Dr.
Brake, Daniel W.
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Sharpe, William D. x2
Harley, Russel; Department of Pathology
Sharpe, William D.
Fisher, Jim
Darby, Charles P. Jr.; MUSC Children’s Health; Ector, Walt; MUSC General Pediatrics
Executive Committee of Waring Library Society
Knisely, Robert A.
Bonner, Walter; Bonner Books
Raymond, John R. MUSC VP for Academic Affairs and Provost
Barber, Lynne(sic)
McCurdy, Layton; MUSC College of Medicine
Ginna, Peter; Oxford University Press History Section
Johnson, Allen H.; MUSC Dept of Medicine
Slaughter, Sabra C.
Barber, Lynn A.; MUSC Marketing Services
Gelling, Anne; Oxford University Press
Purkerson, Mabel L. x2
Raymond, John R. MUSC VP for Academic Affairs and Provost
Gardner, William A. Jr.
Gelling, Anne; Oxford University Press
Ludmerer, Kenneth M.
Lucy Barry Robe Inc.
Reves, Jerry; MUSC College of Medicine Dean x2
Ludmerer, Kenneth M.
Brauckmann, Sabina; Dartmouth College
Del Bene, Victor; MUSC College of Medicine Assoc. Dean
Reves, Jerry; MUSC College of Medicine Dean
Invizeon Corporation
Brown, Jane; Waring Library Curator; Dickinson, George E.; Professor of Sociology
Glaze, F. Eliza; College of Charleston History Department x2
Clyburn, Benjamin; Fox, Donald L.; MUSC Department of Medicine
Bill’s Books
T&S Books
Sharpe, William D.
Slate, Elizabeth H.; MUSC Biometry & Epidemiology
MUSC Alumni Affairs
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Kay, James E.
Framzblau, Arnold, H.
Reves; MUSC College of Medicine
McCurdy, Layton; MUSC College of Medicine
Framzblau, Arnold, H.
Waddle, Laura
McCurdy, Layton; MUSC College of Medicine
Ludmerer, Kenneth
McCurdy, Layton; MUSC College of Medicine
Raymond, John; MUSC Academic VP and Provost
Taylor, Paul
McCurdy, Layton; MUSC College of Medicine
Purkerson, mabel
Jones, W. Burns
Stone, Jenny
Joy, Robert T. J.
Pate, Kirk
Chase, Marilyn
Harley, Russel; Department of Pathology
Joy, Robert T. J.
Carter, Kay; Alyson
Bonaparte, Alicia D.; Vanderbuilt University
Raymond, John; MUSC Academic VP and Provost
Cook, Mary; MUSC Director of Admissions
Thompson, Leigh
Williamson, Oliver
Raymond, John; MUSC Academic VP and Provost
Nunn, Daniel B.
Burley, Mrs. Robert H. x2
Reves; MUSC College of Medicine VP for Medical Affairs
Cantey, J.B.
Basler, Thomas G.; MUSC Director of Libraries
Long, Nina; Wistar Institute, Curator
Burns, Chester; American Osler Society President x2
Bonner, Walter
Greenberg, Dr.
Breeden, James
Medical Society of SC
Charlie
Marsh, Donald J.; American Physiological Society
Robertson, Thomas Heard